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Decision No. 81.518 
BEFORE l'HE P'OBUC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA. 

In the Matter of the Investigation ~ 
into the rates, rules, regulations, 
charges,. allowances, and practices 
of all household goods carriers, 
common carriers, highway carriers, 
aud. city C4l:riers relating to the 
transportation of used' household, 

Case' No. 5330', OSH68 
(Filed November 2'1" 1972) 

goods an~ related property_ 

(Appearances are shown in Appel.dix A of DeCision No. 81138) 
Additional Appearances 

Ra~h E. Rose, for C1 ty Transfer and Storage 
mpany; James F. Bartholomew,. R. L. Reeves, 

and GeralQ"tVans, for Lyon l'foving and 
Storage Company; Robert S. Ford, for himself; 
and John J. Canova, for canova Moving and 
Storage Company; respondents. ' 

Rex S. Rime, for the State of California, Depart .. 
m.ent of COnsumer Affairs, interested party. 

0' PIN ION .... ~ ........ ----
This. proeeeding was initiated' in response to House 

Resolution No. 57 of the california State Assembly which requested 

the Commission to investigate the problems 8ssociatedwith deliberate 
underestimating by household goods carriers as a competitive 
practice.';/ ' 

17 House ResOlution No. 57, appearing in the ASsetDbly Journal of, 
May 22, 1972, reads, in part, as follows: , 

"Resolved by the Assembly of the State of California, That 
the Public Utilities Commission is hereby requested to 
accumulate evidence involving its experience under its new 
estimating rules; to institute proceedings concerning the' 
problem of deliberate underestimating by household goods 
carriers; and therefrom. to develop regulations and orders 
which are designed to eliminate deliberate underestimating 
as a competitive practice; and be it further 
'~esolved, That the Commission is requested to complete its 
investigation and to prepare and issue orders and regulations 
designed. to eliminate deliberate underestimating by household 
goods carriers as a competitive practice by March IS" 1973,." 
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The Assembly requested· that the Commission issue au order 

by March 15, 1973. Following public hearings in January and;February, 

the Cotcmission issued an interim order (Deeision No. 81138' dated 

March 13, 1973) establishing additional rules in Minimum Rate Tariff 

4-B- (MR.T 4-B) designed to eliminate the practice of deliberate 
underest:ilna.ting. by household goods carriers.. That decis:tondescribes 

in detail the additional proposals of the Cotll'Cission staff designed 
to eliminate other problem areas associated with the estimating· 
practiees of household goods carriers and set further hearings for 
the receipt of evidence on said proposals. 2/ . 

17 It is the staff positron tnat in order to eliiiiinate the problems. 
related to underestimating tariff revisions in aclclition to those 
directed specifically to deliberate underestimating are required. 
These rule changes are as fo 1 lows : 

(1) On shipments for which an esttmate has been issued 
by the carrier, the carrier shall assess (a) on 

3J. 

distance movements no more than the amount <>f the 
estimate plus 10 percent or $25 (whichever is greater) 
and (b )on hourly moves no more than the amount· of the 
estfmate plus 25 percent or $25 (whichever is greater), 
plus all charges reSUlting from any Addendum Order for 
Service; or the total charges resulting from.· app.liea.tion 
of the rates and charges agreed to in the Confirmation 
of Shipping Instructions and Rate Quotation issued for 
the transportation services covered by the estimate and 
any Addendum Order for Service, whichever is lower. / 
(Proposal 11. in the staff report.) . 

(2) PrOvide that estimates can be furnished only 1n writing 
and only after visual inspection. Oral estimates would 
be prohibited. (Proposal 12.) 

(3) Establish standards for the preparation of accurate 
estimates. (Proposal 13.) 

(4) Publish, on a quarterly basis, a report of the number ' 
of underestimates and total estimates. made by individual 
household goods CIlrr1eX'S~ as a basisforevalu,ation and' 
selection of eatt'iers by the public. (PropoSAl 14.) 

(5) ProVide that household g~~' etlrrJ.crs may accept credit 
·eards as. payment for $erviees~ on an optional basis. 
(Proposal 15.) , . 

(6) Require m<>nthly reporting of all underestimates, in
cluding estimates for hourly moves. (Proposal 16.) (This 
proposal was deleted during the course of the second 
set of bearings because, upon further analYSis, it became 
apparent that monthly reporting couJ.d not be accomplished 
"..ri.th available staff.) 
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Further hearings were held before Examiner Mallory in 
San 'Francisco on April 30:. May 1 through 4, and May .15 and; 16, 1973:. 
and the matter was submitted. In this phase of the. proceeding 
evidence was received from witnesses for fifteen household goods 
carriers and by .a witness appearing for the Californ!a Moving· and 
Storage Association (CMSA).!I . . 

The carrier witnesses selected by CMSA totestify 
assertedly represent· a broad cross-section of the household goods 
cattiers operating in the State. Witnesses appeared for four large 

household goods carriers which engage primarily in operations.' in 
excess of 50 miles; for several carriers which engage prtmarily in 

transporting loeal moves (50 miles or less); and for carriers which 
engage in special fields such as movement of complete offices and 
movement of fragile office machines (computers:. auxiliary computer 
bardware:. and copy machines). 

The carrier witnesses presented evidence bearing on the 
staff proposals described in footnote 2 (page 2):.. and on the use of 
the Addendum Order for Service document Which was incorporated in 
the :rule cbatlges adopted in Decision No. 31138·. The testimony of 

the ea:rrier witnesses also was directed to the complaints received 

from.. public witnesses in the initial series of hearings, and to 

explanations of the basis for the underesttm&ees reported to the 

Commission covering transportation condueted in the second and third 
quarters of 1972. 

'1/ In 1:he initial pEase of clle proceeaing~ eVidence was presented 
by two Witnesses ap~aring for the Commission staff; by 
witnesses appearing for the County of Orange - Office of Consumer 
Affairs ~ the Sacramento County Consumer Protective Burea.u) and 
the Public Interest taw Center; by three members. of the public 
who testified coneerning problems arising from household goods 
moves; and by five household goods carriers, three of whom were 
testifying on behalf of the California Moving and Storage 
Association. . 
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The several carrier witnesses appearing for CMSA opposed 
a.ll of the proposals of the Commission staff that remain for con

sideration in this phase of the proceeding" as well as the require
ment for an Addendum Order for Service document established by the 

' ... ord'er in the interim phase of this proceeding. 

At the conclusion of this phase of proceeding" counsel for 
CMS.A summ.a.rized the POSition of that association with respect' to. 
the staff !)roposals which remain for consideration •. The positi.on. 
of the association expressed at the conclusion of the hearings differs' 
in, several respects from the position expressed by individual carrier 
witnesses. 

The background of the proceeding, the proposals 0'£ the 
Commission staff" the evidence adduced in connection therewith,. and 
the poSitions of the parties will be disCussed' under appropriate 
topic headings. 

The Need for Estimates 

The average householder has occasion to· move from one 
residence to another only once in several years. It is axiomatic 
that the householder is unaware of the terms and conditions a.nd 
Services offered by household goods carriers. The householder 
generally relies upon the representative of the carrier for, io
fo:mation on these subjects. 

An estimate of the probable cost of services is a 
valuable tool to the Shipper in determining the services desired 
to be performed. Based on the information in the estimate" the 
shipper c:a.n determine whether it is ecoXDl'?ml.cal to use a for-hire 

carrier or arrange to t::ansport the goods himself. If he decides to 
use a carrier" he can deterzUne' whether it is more econOmical to' 
diSPOse of part of his goods rather than to ship them. and can also 
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dete::mine whether to pack some or all of the goods or have ,~be 
carrier do the packing. More importantly, the estimate shows the 
probable total cost of the transportation services and' indicates to 
the shipper the amount of money he must have on hand to pay for the' 
transportation Services when the goods are d'elivered. 

It is apparent: that the furnishing of estimates of probable 
cost of service serves several useful purposes and is beneficial 

to the shipper. No one advocated discontinuance of the practice of 
£uruishing estimates by household goods carriers. The proposals 
of tbe COmmission staff and suggestions by other parties. nrc 
designed to elim:!nate the abuses involved' in estimating. 
Underestimating 

This Commission and the Interstate Commerce Commission 
have promulgated rules and regu.lations governing estimating 
practices of bousehold goods carriers. 

The most recent order of this Coamission is .DeciS:ion 
No. 79571 dated .January 11, 1972 in Case No. 5330, OSH' 49'. That 
deciSion, among other things, (a) provided that estimates on distance 
:noves (over 50 miles) shall be in writing and shall follow visual 
inspection of the goods, (b) required reporting of written estimates, 
and (c) provided that credit shall be extended fo:t' the amount: of 

the underestimate whenever the final charges excee<:l'ed' the estimate 
by 10 percent or $25 (whichever is greater) on distance moves, and by 
25- percent or $25 (whichever is greater) on local moves. 

For the purposes of presenting data in this proceeding, 
'the COmmission staff assumed that underestimates on distance moves 
are those on which, the. final charge exceeds' the estimate by 10 

percent or $25 (whicbever is greater). The reports filed by bouse
' hold goods carriers covering transportation serv:tces conducted 
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during the second and third quarter of 1972 were analyzed by the 

staff in Exhibit 68-1. That exhibit shows that there continues to. 
be a substantial number of underestimates. The data in Exhibit 68-1 
applicable to the nine largest carriers (based on. to,tal gross 
revenue) show the following: 

TABLE 1 
Analysis of Reports, of Underestimates 

Filed. by Household Goods Carriers 

N~':.'.ber of Col. (4) 
D1~~ce wri~~en Cuder- as % 
Sh:~..,men~s Est~:r.r.ates Esti:-;'l.:1tes COol. (3) 
-(~) (3) . (4)' (5)· 

Bek:i..ns Moving & Storage 6.9[,,2 3,.347 985 29.4 
Lyon Van & Storage!! 1;407' 635 1&1 25. •. 3 
Pacific Van & Storage 738 147' 22" lS,~O;' 
DeWitt Transfer & Storage 67 34 11 32.~ . 
Chipman Moving, & Storage 183 115 30 ' 26,;1 . 
Allied Van Lines 1,412 407 91. 22.4 

. ,j' • 

Nacal 1,937 615 186' 30:.2 
U. C. Moving Service 312 109' 32 29:.4 . 
Republic Van ,& Storage 346 116 43 . 3~7.1 

!! Lyon Van Lines, Inc. and Lyon Van & Storage Co. 
It is apparent from the data shown in Table 1 t:hat under

estimates frequently result under regulations in effect in the 
second and third quarter of 1972. 

Underestimating can be used as a practice to secure 
busi:less, for the reason that the shipper usually employs the carrier 
that furnishes the lowest estimate. Uninformed' . shippers believe 
the estimate to bea firm price and do not understand that charges, 
will be based on the. actual weight transported or number' of· hours 

, ". 
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required to perform the packing or other accessorial services~- ····rus 

proceeding is directed to the adoption of rules that will prevent 
uudereseima.t1ng as a competitive practice~ and will' provide to 
shippers all the information they require concerning their 
residential moves. 
Addendum Order for Service 

Intert= Decision No. 81138 established' the- require-
ment for the issuanee by the carrier of an Adclendum Order for 

~ce doeument to Cover additional services required or requested 
by shippers and not covered in the carrier's original estimate. 

testimony and exhibits were introduced by respondent 
carr.ters to explain the reasons for the underestimates' in Exhibit, 
68-1. The reason advanced most often as. the basis for the under
estimate was that the shipper added articles to the shipment after 

the estimate was prepared, or that the shipper requested~ additional 
packing or unpacking not covered by the original estimate. 

Testimony was received frolXl. carrier witnesses that they 
bad issued instructions to their employees and agents to implement 
the use of the Addendum. doeument. 'I'hese witnesses' s-tated that: they 
could foresee difficulty in the use of this document,; but, inasmuch 

as they bad 11 ttle experience with its use, they could refer to no
actual incidents where difficulties had arisen. 

The Addendum. Order for Service. document is designed to 
e1imjnate underestimates arising from. the request for additional 

services by the ship~ and thus. should eliminate the greates.t 
cause, in the eyes of the <:arriers, for underestimates. 

With the eltmination of underestimates caused by action 
of the Shipper, it is reasonable to assume that the remaining. 

underestimates result from actions of the carrier. The proposals 

of the staff discussed hereinafter are directed- to 'U1lderestimates 
resulting. from the latter cause. 
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Es tima. te as the Maximum Charge 

The Commission staff Witness proposed the following, new 
tariff rule: 

Deliver when Actual Char es Exceed Probable 
ost 0 ~ces. s ~pments or w c a 

probable cost of services has been issued by 
the carrier, the carrier shall asseSS and 
collec~ no more than either ~he total amount 
of the probeble cost plus 10 percent or $25.00 
whichever is greater, on distance moves or, on 
hourly moves 25 percent, or $25.00, whichever is 
greater, of the probable cost of services for 
transportation, accessorial services and 
materials it prOvides, plus all charges result
itl.g from any Addendum Order for Service; or the 
total charges resUlting from application of the 
rates and charges proVided in the tariff for 
~ansportation and accessorial services. 

The foregOing rule, in effect, requires thattbe carrier 
assess no more than the final estimate plus, an allowable overage' of 
10 percent on distance moves and 25 percent on hourly moves. 

The staff witness testified that the purpose of the rule 
is to increase the accuracy of carrier's estimates and to penalize 
the carrier for gross inaccuracies in making estimates. 

The staff witness. stated that current estimating rules 
established in Decision No. 79571 did not result in reducing the 
incidence of underestimates. It was his conclusion that under
estimating would continue unless the Commission esta~11shed sanctions 
against the carrier for its underestimates.. The staff witness 
concluded that most appropriate form o·f sanction was. to place a 
ceiling. on the amount that the carrier could assess, and that the 
appropriate ceiling is the amount of estimate (plus the allowab-le' 

, overage~ and the charges on the Addendum Order for Service). 
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In its closing argument CMSAagreed that penalties for 
underestimating are appropriate, but proposed a different so·lurton. 
CMSA urged that the Cormnission raise the allowable overage from 10 
percent to lS percent on distance moves, and that the carrier be 
penalized for an underestfmate by paying a fine to the General Fund 
in the amount that the actual charges exceed the. estimate (plus the 
allowable 15 percent overage» and the charges on the Addendum Order 
for Service). 

The principal reasonS advanced' by CMSA for this proposal 
is that it will protect the minimum rates for household goods trans
portation while providing a penalty for underestimating, and that 
the staff proposal would allow unse%'Ul'ulous carriers to continue 
to use wderestimating as a competitive tool and would not prevent 
such carriers from undercutting. the minimum rates. 

Ihe Public Interest Law Center and other consumer groups 
supported the staff proposal as the best means of reducing.· deliberate 
underestimates. 

The parties to this proceeding are in agreement that a 
penalty must be provided in order to provide an incentive to carriers 
to provide accurate estimates to shippers.. Our purpose, then, is 
to select an appropriate penalty whiCh will minimize underestimates. 

We believe that the proposals of the staff and CMSA have 
merit" but each also bas infirmities.. The proposAl of the· QlSA would 
not provide sufficient iudueemeut because it would merely deprive the 
carrier of the amount he should have collected, but 'DO more. A f:tne 
of the difference between the underestimate and the minimum rate woul~ 
deprive the carrier of revenue he would forego- by his. lmderestimate 
plus all added amount from his own pocket. 
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The proposal of the staff bas a serious defect in that it. 
could readily be used as a tool or weapon to defeat the mfnimum rates. 
A similar proposal was considered by the Commission in OSH 49 .. 

Decision No. 79571 found that establishing the est1ma.te, or 110 per
cent of the estimate. as a firm price from which the carriereannot 
deviate is an indirect attack on the minimum. rate structure and would 
encourage rate wars-. However, if the estimate (plus an allowable 
overage) is ests.bl1shed as the maximum that the shipper must pay and 
the c:arr1er 1s penalized the difference between that amount and the 
charges under the m1n1m~ rates, the ability t~ use the underestimate 
as a tool to defeat the mini_rates would be removed. 

In our view, the purpose for the establishment of additional 
rules concerning estimating is to protect the shipper from· paying . 
charges substantially exceeding those which would' accrue under the 

carrier's estimate. Therefore) the allowable overage for error on the 

estimate should be reduced to 2-1/2 percent or $15·, wh1.ehever 1s 
greater. on distance moves and 10 percent or $15. whichever is 

greater on local moves.. Th:ts would decrease the difference between 

the estimate and the f:tn&l charges. and thus increase the amount of 
penalty aga1:a.st the carrier for an underestimate. 
Standal:ds for Estimating 

The Coamiss1on staff urged that: standards. be set for the 
preparation of estimates. As part of this proposal~ the staff pro
posed~and the Conxni ss1on adopted in its interim order, a requirement 
that seven pounds per cubic foot be the lowest density that could be 

used as a multiplier When using the treube sheet" provided in the 
tariff. CMSA urged that this multiplier be set at eight pounds, per 
cubic foot. !here is no evidence in the record to· show that CMSA's 

proposal would be reasonable; therefore, it will not be adopted. 

The Commission s.taff Witness. also presel:'1ted suggestions 
conceru1t'1g the ear:ployment,? training, and supervision of estiJ:Da:tors 
(Exhibit 68-4). It was not shown that it :[s necessary at this time 
for the Commission to supervise in detail the activities of the 
estimators employed by household goods carriers. The suggestions\made 
by the staff along such ltnes.will not be adopted berefn. 
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Specialized Services 

MRX 4-B applies to used office and store fixtures~ in
cluding furo.iture, furn1sh1ngs~ and equipment such as used in an 
office, store, hospital~ library, museum, place of leaming, or 
other instl.tution. [Item 20, paragraph (a) (2)] • 

Ce%tai,n household goods carriers specialize' in the trans
POrtation of office, store, and institutional furniture and fixtures. 
Carriers who engage in this transportation testified' that the 
services performed in connection therewith differ materially from 
the services performed' in connection with residential moves, and 

that the shippers are industrial or commercial firms which have 
traffic ma:o.a.gers who are familiar with transportation' costs and 
services. 

When entire offices are to be moved. extenSive prep] anni ng 
is necessary. Generally such moves are made after regular working 
hoU%'s of the fixms. 1 employees. Goods to, be moved are marked for 
precise placement in the new location. The estimates. if any, 
furnished by the carrier, often are for budgeting purposes only. 

Other c:ar:r1ers speCialize in the movement of large office 
machines such as computers and related hardware,. and document 
reproduction machines. These machines are delicate and' requir:e 
special handling in connection with dismantling and reassembly • 
Often special equipment-is necessary. Estimates. are not generally 
required for these types of moves. 

The carriers engaged in specialized services showed that 
these services are substantially different from the movement of 
the household goods and personal effects of individuals from and to 
residences~ and that the additional rules proposed by the ColllDission . 
staff are not appropr1ate for such special services. Therefore, 
the diSCUSSion of evidence whieh follows and the rule changes 
adopted herein will not apply to- the transportation of off:!.ce, store, 
and 1nstitutional furniture and fixtures .• 
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Written Estimates - IDeal Shipments 

Item 31 of MRT 4-B provides- that upon request of the 
shipper the carrier shall give the shipper a statement of probable 
costs of service (estimate). For distance moves (over 50 miles) 
all probable cost of services mQSt be in writing and be issued on 

• I 

prescribed forms, and the probable cost of service must be based on 
visual inspection of the goods. For local moves under hourly rates 
the probable cost of service need not be given after visual 
inspection of the goods and the requirement for a. written probable 
cost of service can be complied. with by noting the probable cost 
of service in the Confirmation of Shipping Instructions and Rate 
Quotation document. 

The Commission staff proposes that if probable costs o·f 
service are given on hourly-rated shipments. such estimates must be 
in writing and may only be issued after visual inspection: of the 
goods. 

The position of CMSA is that the rules esea1>l:tshed in our 
preceding investigation of estimating practices (Decision No. 795·71 
dated January 11) 1972 in Case No. 5330, OSH 49) are adequate to 
protect the public and that no changes in said" rules are required. 

CMSA it~ated the position of that association taken in . 
OSR 49; as set forth in the margin, concerning the' furn:[shing. of 
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written estimates after Visual inspection on hour.ly-rated ship
lZlents.!!! 

In support of the proposal regarding written. estimates for 
local moves, the staff witness testified that the adoption o-f. the 
proposal would eliminate oral estimates. which are most inaccurate, 

'§..J the following appears at mimeographed pages 22 and 23 of Decision 
No. 79571: 

"CMSA asserts that regulation of estimating on local moves 
is impractical and would impose unfair hardships on both 
shippers and carriers. It argues that where the average 
revenue from a loea'l move ranges from $52 for some 
companies to $140 for othar companies, it is impossible 
to estimate, with sufficient accuracy, the final cost in 
any given move.. CMSA cites the various imponderables 
discussed above, such as traffic congestion, traffic 
aCCidents, Shippers changing their minds as to the amount 
of goods Shipped and packed, etc. CMSA argues that the 
prudent carrier could not allow itself to be caught in 
the trap of being co1Xlmi.tted to a figure without regard 
to these imponderables. 

''Finally, CMSA states that large and small carriers pro
Vide a high percentage of their estimates over the tele
phone on the basis of information provided by shippers. 
The carrier Witnesses unanimously testified to the sub
stantial expense involved in visual inspections in con
nection with written esttmates and noted the impossibility 
on lo-cal moves of being bound by all estimates based on 
unconfinned facts obtained' over the telephone.. Yet,CMSA 
acknowledges that customers expect and most carriers 
prefer to give oral esttmates over the telephone to 
Shippers upon request. The carriers. say that in large 
towns, some shippers' concern for privacy make telephone 
estimates desirable and in small towns, friends, and 
neighbors of the carriers expect rough approximations 
over the telephone rather than formal written estimates 
based on visual inspections. (~'s pOSition is in 
some degree contradictory. In.one breath it requests 
a prohibition on all est~ting and in the next breath 
it says, in regard to local moves, 'customers expect. 
and most carriers prefer to give oral estimates over the 
telephone to shippers upon request. ') • " 
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and also would e'1m;nate estimates where the Addendum Order for 
Service could not be effectively used. The witness statedtbat 
carriers still would be allowed to quote rates" but would" not ,be 

allowed to give oral approximations of the number of hours, ,weights ~ 
or final charges. 

No statistics were available to the staff concerning. 
accuracy of estimates on hourly-rated moves, as such estimates are 
not now required to be reported to the Commission. 

Two public witnesses testified' concerning the di.fference 
between the oral estimates furnished to them and the actual charges 
assessed on local shipments under hourly rates. Both witnesses
desired that their goods be placed i.n storage'. The record indicates' 
that misunderstanding occurred concerning the number of men required 
to perform the transportation service and amount of packing and other 
accessorial services xequixed. 

The QotSA Carriers that engage primarily in local service 
under hourly rates presented analyses of the revenue derived from 

local moves. !be witnesses showed that their average revenue for 
local moves ranges from $80 to $175 per shipment. The witnesses 
also described their ~ent practices with respect to furnishing." 
estimates based on Visual inspections. The witnesses indicated that 
written estimates based on visual estimates were s.eldom given 
because the revenue from average-sized shipme:nts is too small in' 
relationship to ~e time and effort involved in ccldng the estimate. 
The w:Ltnesses testified 1:bat: they generally quote rates over the 
telephone and indicate to prospective shippe=s the approximate time 
requir~ for each room to be moved. 'I'he witnesses also stated that 
if a so-called "national account" shipper requests an estimate or 
if a:ny exceptionally large or difficult move is to be made, a visual 
inspection would be made and a written estimate would be furnished,." 
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Several of the witnesses offered their op:Cnion of the 
cost of making an esttmate based on visual inspection of the 
goods.~1 These range from $8 to $60. The latter figure was based 
on the furnishing of an estimate anywhere within a 50-m1lf!" service 
area. This testimony was presented to back-up the claim that it 
is uneconomical to make estimates on local moves. 

The carrier Witnesses also described the problems they 
would foresee if an Addendum Order for Service is required to ~. 
issued. The witnesses indicated that on hourly-rated moves no 
detailed estimate sheet is completedbeeause weight is not a factor. 
Therefore, it would be difficult to recognize whether the same 
amount of goods is made available to .the carrier at time of trans
portation as was covered by the written estimate. 

It is clear that household goods carriers do not desire 
to furnish written estimates based on visual inspection for local 
moves. The staff proposal does not provide a mandatory 
requirement upon carriers to provide this service. The staff 
proposal would apply only" if the shipper requests and· is furnished 
a written estimate. Carriers can advise the public that no 
estimate will be ful:llished on small shipments. Carriers can 
continue to quote rates over the telephone. 

The staff proposal would result in better service to the 
public; therefore it should be adopted. When actual transportation 
charges exceed the written estimate the same reporting and penalty 
procedures should apply~ goods transported under hourly rates 
as a.pply to goods. 'tr£.1lSported lmder distance rates.. 

}j The opitiion testimOny regaraing. costs of providing. estimates 
was not supported- by any specific data to show how the 
opinions were developed. 
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Payment of Charges by Credit Card 

The Commission staff witness proposed that earriers be 
authorized to accept credit cards for payment o.f transportation 
cbu'ges. The current tariff provisions permit the carrier to extend 
credit for a ~od of seven days (exclusive o.f Saturdays, Sundays, 
or legal holidays) after presentation of the freight bill •. Carriers 
now must collect cash or its equivalent. 

The 8~f witness testified that the use of credit cards 
Will help the shipper in that he would not have to. make prior ca~h 
arrangements. for payment of charges. The witness seated th.at the 
carrier would have a guaranteed payment if a credit card is accepted 
for payment.. The staff witness recommended that the use of the 
credit card should be at the option of the carrier. 

Qt1SA. presented evidence concerning. current· credit arrange
ments and data concerning the requirements of the banks tbatissue 
the two most popular credit cards. 

The record shows. that carriers refer to. residential 
ship~rs as their "C.O.D." customers, and require that such shippers 
pay cash 'UpOn delivery of the goods. The carriers extend credit to 
their so-called "national account" shippers uuder the terms provided 
in the tariff. National account shippers are those firms which· deal 

regularly with household goods carriers and which have established~ 
credit arrangements. National account ShiPPers pay the charges 
for movement of household goods of their employees, and also
regularly use household goods earrl.ers. to transport office and 
institutional furrdture and fixtures. 

A witness for Bekins Van & Storage Company and Bekins Van· 
Lines, Inc. (:sek1ns) te&t:lf1e<:l. eon("ern.i.ng tM use of credit cards on 
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interstate shipments. The witness stat·ed that the Interstate 
Commerce CosmDission (ICC) bad granted- Bekins· temp'orary authority for 
the experimental use of bank credit cards, subject to a payment of 
$10 fee for credit investigation in lieu of the ba.nk's usual charges 
to merchants. The witness stated that only a limited number of 
shippers bad used a credit card on interstate shipments,. prine!pally 
because Bekins' freight charges were substantially greater than the 
maximum credit a.vailable to the cardholder. Bwns has advised the 
ICC that it no longer would exercise its authority for use of bank 
credit ~:.a:r:d.s.§;/ The Bekins plan called for the banks to extend credit 
to the shipper without recourse to ])ekins. 

Security Pacific Bank (MasterCharge) and :sankAmericard 
indicate a willingness to accept business from moving firms, provided 
the carriers Sign their standard merchant agreements. !hose agreements. 

(Exhibits 68'-53 and 68-54) show that merchant .discount rates are 
negotiated with individual merchants and are based on such elements 

" 

as (a) anticipated credit card sales volume, (b) compensat~ng. bank 
. , 

account deposit balances, (c) costs of supplies and processing, and 
(d) profit. The merchant rate structure of ]3"ankAmerica.rd provides 
a one to three percent discount on sales and is based ontbe average 
amount of monthly sales and average dollar amount of sales drafts. 

".the witness for Bek1ns testified that credit card use" if 
approved for Califo~a intrastate household goods operations., could 
not <:ontain a non-reCQurse proVision because of the statute known 

astbe "Song-Beverly Act of 1971" (Section 1747.90 of the California 

~I We take official notice of the report and order of the ICc served 
- May 8, 1973 in Ex Parte MC-19, Sub. 1&, Practices of Motor Common 

Carriers of Household Goods (Use of Credit Card Systems) 
(llS MCC 97), which granted permissive authority to· all'interstate 
household goods carriers to use credit cards.,. subject to ICC· " 
approval of the credit plan and to certain repo:rting requirements. 
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Civil Code). that statute provides that on billings in excess of 
$50 the credit card user can notify the issuer of the card that a 

dispute exists and refuse payment for that billing.. Upon such 
notification the bank would debit the carrier for the full amount 
of the disputed bi.lling. 

CMSA opposes the permissive use of bank credit cards' 
because of the effect of the Song-Beverly Act, and because it, 
believes the sliding scale of charges assessed by banks gives an 
unfair advantage to larger carriers who would enjoy lower oi11ing 
rates based on volume. CMSA asserts that the household goods 
carriers would be unable to collect on those billings charged back 
ttom banks on which a dispute is invo1ved~ 

Ihe reasons advanced by CMSA in opposition to the use .of 
credit cards by household goods carriers are nOft sufficient· to deny 
the permissive use of such cards to those carriers that. desire to' 
use them and which can make mutually satisfactory arrangements with 
the banks that issue the cards. The· advantages of the use of such 

cards to the public and' to the carriers outweigh the disadvantages' 
asserted by CMSA. It is a well accepted fact that Caliform.ans 

make wide use of credit for payments- for their everyday purchases. 

It can be said that we live in a 'credit card society. Shippers 
should have the opportunity to pay for moving their household goods 
in the same manner that they pay for their other purchases.'l'b.e 
variations i.n rates charged by the banks to merchants for credit 
card billings are no different than the many discounts on tires, 
lower insurance costs, or other reduced prices that accrue to some 

household goods carriers because 0'£ their size. 

The fact that the Song~Beverly Act makes a non-recourse 
proviSion impossible is not a major impediment t~ the use of credit 
cards. The' carriers' testimony :£ndi'c:a.ted that not all, national 
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account sh.1ppers pay within the prescribed seven-day credit, period~ 
and that carriers somet:tmes must take cirl.1 court action to- collect 
their charges. Similar court action would be appropriate when 
charges are billed back to the carrier on credit card shipments 
pursuant to provisions of the Song-Beverly Act. Bekins indicated 

that the primary reason for discoutinuance of its experimental' ICC 
authority was that its charges exceeded the amount of credit 
available. '!his is less likely to occur on local moves and for the 
shorter distance moves in California. 
Waiver of Credi't on Underestimates 

MRX 4-B currently provides that carriers can extend credit 
for a lS-day period for the amount of an underest:[mate. The record' 
shows that few carriers have exercised this authority. It' appears 
that carriers do not generally inform shippers of the opporttmity to, 
postpone payments for the difference between the estimate" and' , the 
final charges. 

The Colllllission staff proposed that shippers be required' to, 
make a waiver in writing With respect to. cred1ton underestimates. 
CMSA and other parties concurred tn tbis recommendation. It should . ' 

be adopted. The existing credit provis.ion shall be modified to apply 
only to charges under the Addendum Order for Service and' the allowable 
overage. 
Findings 

1. An lmdercstimate occurs when the final charge exceeds the 
original estimate by more than (a) 2-1/2 percent or $l5,· whichever 
is greater ~ on distauce moves ~ plus the charge on the Addendum order 
for Service, or (b) 10 percent or $l5, whichever is greater~ On local 
moves~ plus the charge on the Addendum Order for Service. 

2. Decision No. 79571 required that household goods carriers 
report quarterly the number of underestimates made· by them on distance 
moves. A summarization of these reports for the second and third 
quarter of 1972 reveals that underestimates were' made on approximately 
one-quarter of tbe total shipments on Which estimates were furnished". 
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3. 'Ihe foregoing incidence of underestimating 1a approx1mately 
the same as the incidence of underestimating occurr1ng prior to the 
establishment of estimating rules in Decision No. 795,71. Therefore, 
experience bas shown that such rules are not stringent- enough to curb 
tmderestimates and that additional rules are required 1f underestimates 
are to be reduced., 

4. Interim Decision No. 81138 elated March 13., 1973. in this 
proceeding adopted additional rules specif1cally des1gnedto eliminate 
the practice of deliberate tmderestimating referred to· in Bouse 
Resolution No. 57 ~ appearing. in the Assembly:Journal of May 22, 1972 .. 

5. Because of the difficulty of determ1n1ng whether an under
estimate is deliberate, and because underest1m.ates~ whether or not 
deliberate, constitute an unfair business practice and may tend to 
misleac or deceive the uninformed Shippers of household goods, 
additional rules designed to minimize underestimates are required. 

6. Some form of penalty to the carrier is necessary to ensure 
that accurate estimates will be made by the carrier's employees.. '!Wo 
methods of providing an appropriate penalty have been proposed. 

7. the Coaxniss101l staff proposed as & penalty for under
estimating that the estimate plus an allowable overage of. 10 percent 
be the maximum atIlO\mt that could be assessed. This proposal would, 
in many instances, provide charges below those accruing under the 

established minimum. rates. It is the Commission's' policy to maintain 
the integrity of the minimum rates established by it for all classes 
of carriers. l'b.e integrity of the minimum rates would' not be main
tained under the staff proposal, unless it is modified to requ1rea 
penalty sufficient to remove the incentive to underestimate. 

8. California Moving, & Storage Association proposed as a 
penalty for underestimating that the carrier pay as a fine to the 
Coamiss1on the difference between the actual charge assessed· and the 
estimated cbarse plus an allowable overage of 1S. percent. The method 
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proposed by CMSA bas two faults: (a) there- is nobas:Ls in the record: 
for .an allCMable overage of 15 percent 7 and (b) a f:tne greater that;1~ 
the amount of ebe underestimate is needed to encourage more accurate 
estimatiug by household goods carr:Lers ~ CMSA' s proposal will not be 
adopted. 

9. Decision No. 795·71 established au allowance over.the 
estimate of 10 percent or $25 (whichever is greater) on distance 
moves» and 2S percent or $25 (whichever is greater) on local moves. 
!his allowance was too liberal; it did not achieve its hoped: for 
purpose of limiting the fncidence of underestimates. The allowance 
should be reduced. 

10. When au underestimate is made by a carrier the, maximum 
charge a Shipper shall pay is: 

(a) On distance moves: ~' 
1. t'be original est1mate.plus 
2. 2-1/2 percent of the original estimate ,.,.--' 

or $15 ~ whichever 1.8 greater, plus 
3. The charge, if any, on the Addendum 

Order for Service. 

(b) On local moves: 
1. t'be original est1mat~ plus 
2. 10 percent of the original estimate or 

$15, whichever is greater, plus 
3. The charge 1. if any, on the Addendum 

Order for ~rv1ce. 

11. The reasoa.ab1e peualty for underestimating. will be the 
difference between. the charge under the applicable m1n1mum. rates, on 
the one baud, and the charge based on the estimate plus 2-1/2 percent 
or $15, whichever is greater, on distance moves, plus the charge on. 

the Addendum Order for Service, or 10 percent or $l5, whichever is., 
greater. on local moves, plus the charge on the" Addendum. Order for 
Serv.tee, on the other· band. 
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12. Penalties for underestimates should be paid to, the 
Commission for deposit in tl:'e General FUnd' of the State' of California. 
Each underestimate subject to a penalty shall be reported on a form 
prescribed by the CoamLssion within thirty days after completion 'of 
the transportation service. The report form. shall be accompauied by 
a cheek or money order made payable to the Commission for tbe amount 
of the penalty imposed. 

13. In the event an estimate is given ou local moves it will' 
be reasonable to require household goods carriers to prepare written 

est1mates~ and to require that such written estimates be based on 
visual inspection of the goods. The present' tariff provisions with 

respect to the issuance of an Addendum. Order for Service shall be 
applicable to local moves ou which a written estimate is furnished. 

14. Reasonable provisions with respect to collection of charges 
by household goods c:axrl.ers will result if permissive authority is " 
granted to household goods carriers to allow carriers to accept' an 
authorized credit card (as deffned in Sec~ion 484(d) of the Penal 
Code) for collection of charges. It is. not necessary-at tb1stim.e to 
specify the terms and conditions lmder which household' goods. carriers 
mny accept credit cards. 

15. It 1s reasonable to require that shippers be allowed credit 
for a fifteen-day period for the amount charged on the Addendum Order 
for Service and the allowable overage:. unless thesh1pper executes. •. ~ 
written waiver of this right. 

16. Findings 10:. ll~. l2~ 13' ~ and 14 shall not· be applicable to.· 
the transportation of used office and store' fixtures ~ as described in 
paragraph (a)(2) of Item 20 of MRX'4-B. 

17. The Commission staff shall prepare and distribute semi

annually a summary of t~e reports filed by household goods carriers: of 
their underestimates. Sueh summary'shall show the carrier's. ·name:. the 
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total number of shipments on which written. estimates were furn1shed, 
the number of shipments on which penalties were paid because of 
underestimates.~ and the total amount of the penalties. The summary 
may also cont&1.n other 1nformat1on that may assist the public itl. 
their selection of • carrier. 
Conclusions 

1. Rules. aud prescribed forma consistent with the. forego:l.ng 
findings should be established in M!niDlJID Rate Tariff 4-B. 

2. Xbe spec:tf1c revision of MiDfmumRate Tariff 4-B to

incorporate such rules and forms should be accomplis bed by the 
issuance of a separate order, and the. revisions should become 
effective sixty days after this order becomes effective. 

Q!S:Q.!~ 

IT IS ORDERED that Minimum Rate Tariff 4-B shall be amended 
in accordance with the findings and conclusions in ,!:he ·preceding. 
op:l.n1on~ that spec:tfic revisiona of the tariff shall be accomplished 
by a separate order, and that such revisions aballbecome effective 

.......-... 

sixty days after thU order becomes.' effective. /' 

The effective date of this order shall be twenty· days after 

the date hereof.... "G-u... 
Dated at ..;.:'_" __ Lot __ .AD...;p;...I_e& ____ ~ Ca11forn1a~ this·2.-- .' 

cia f JUNE. Y 0 .. ________ ~ 1973.> 

.' ...... ... . ", . 
.... ·as oners· . 

COm.'TI',M1~T1.''l'' w~.~."l·ruJ!,>gvmOns. .... .1r-.~ ,bo1ng; . 
neces·Mr1l~ .. r,lh~ent~ .<11d:no.t ·ll'Irt1e1pat.·.· 
in thed1Spo51t1on ot·"th1's. proc.&e~ '. 

-23- CommisSioner J.;. P·.Vuka$1n'.Jr.~be~ng. 
nee~sS&rny",(l.l>=.n:t..: cUd not part1c1:pato 
.1:a the 41spo's1 Uon .~ tlU.s .proe.e<11nS.. . 


